SmartKG architecture
In SmartKG, we target the early childhood education environment, helping educators comprehensively investigate student learning. The system will help teachers evaluate both student progress (for example, "How well is student A reading storybook B?" or "Is student C having trouble with a given learning area?") and social behavior (for example, "Does student A confront other students?" or "Is student B usually isolated?").
We designed SmartKG's infrastructure to collect, manage, and fuse sensor data, aiding information interpretation and presentation in a user-friendly manner. Figure 1 shows the three major elements of the SmartKG support architecture: the middleware layer, network infrastructure, and sensing infrastructure.
Middleware infrastructure
Sylph (http://mmsl.cs.ucla.edu/sylph) provides services that process, store, fuse, manage, and present data collected from the sensing infrastructure. Sylph manages access for high-level applications that perform tasks such as speech recognition, sensor data storage, and data browsing. Sylph also provides a uniform interface to the sensor hardware. The middleware advertises services to client applications as new devices register. Clients then use a simple query and execution language to access these sensor services.
Network infrastructure
Various quality-of-service constraints (such as bandwidth, latency, and power) have resulted in deploying different wireless technologies for different sensors (for example, Bluetooth for iBadge and analog UHF/VHF for wireless microphones). The network infrastructure uses several base stations to connect wireless devices to the wired backbone that runs the sensor middleware. Because the network infrastructure uses standard technologies, we will not discuss them in detail here.
Sensing infrastructure
The sensors that comprise the sensing infrastructure include microphones, video cameras, motion detectors, and, most importantly, iBadges. Either worn by students or embedded in objects such as toys and books, iBadges enable higher layer services to monitor context (for example, location and ambient temperature) in the classroom.
Sylph design
The Sylph middleware acts as a lightweight, extensible proxy service for handling service discovery and mediating access to transducers in SmartKG. We designed the middleware to provide a common framework for various devices using strong abstraction layers. We also sought a means to leverage existing technologies, such as Bluetooth networking and Jini service discovery, while supporting emerging transducer standards such as IEEE 1451 (www.motion.aptd.nist.gov). While taking advantage of these services, we wish to hide their complexities from both sensor developers and user applications. A sensor developer should remain unaware of highlevel interfaces, and an application should simply enlist sensors and submit requests. As proof of its flexibility, Sylph also serves as the middleware for an intelligent transportation project, linking together vehicles, traffic lights, and other transportation components on the UCLA campus to aid scheduling, maintenance planning, and information gathering.
To provide these distinct functions, Sylph uses three types of components: sensor modules, which communicate with sensor hardware; service discovery modules, which advertise sensors through some form of lookup service; and a proxy core that manages application queries and translates between the two types of modules. Sylph's modular nature lets sensor developers focus on a simple hardware interface, while the proxy core handles the complexities of query execution and resource management. Similarly, service discovery modules let Sylph export services through various discovery mechanisms. By using extensible modules set at different abstraction levels, Sylph can incorporate numerous technologies into a cohesive information system.
A typical SmartKG session begins with the initialization of the Sylph middleware. Sylph reads a list of sensor modules and loads the code for each one. The modules can then register their associated devices with the Sylph core. New devices can register later or ask Sylph to dynamically load new sensor modules. After registration, the Sylph core uses service discovery modules to advertise each sensor with a specific discovery domain. A discovery service can then direct client applications to the proxy core. Finally, the core translates client requests and passes them to the sensor module. When the sensor responds, the core processes returned data for delivery to the client.
Transducer Query Language
From the application's point of view, Sylph mostly acts as a data-retrieval system. The application simply chooses sensors and issues queries for their data. Although similar to traditional database systems, the realtime sensor data results in important differences. Because sensors can output an endless stream of data tuples, some aggregate functions are undefined. For instance, to compute an average temperature, you would normally sum all the readings and divide, but there are always more values in a sensor data stream. Instead, you must use a moving window average (for example, average just the values in the last hour) or some other approximation. To address these issues, we developed a query language for the Sylph middleware. Queries specify data values to return, transformations to apply, sampling rates, and durations or default to built-in settings.
A basic request takes the following form: This query requests the iBadge's position whenever its microphone records a volume of over 70 decibels (for example, loud voices or shouting). The query will terminate after recording 30 such events.
Sensor module design
The sensor module provides a standard means for initializing and accessing sensor devices. When Sylph loads a sensor module, either during start-up or after dynamic sensor detection, the proxy core reads in an XML configuration file, passing a set of parameters to the module. The user can configure a sensor module by modifying attribute-value pairs in the file. Sensor modules also implement a common interface for returning data and receiving directives from the proxy core. Both proxy core commands and returned data values take the form of attribute-value pairs.
The interface consists completely of commands to SET and GET attributes, which change settings and retrieve values, respectively. For instance, SET period = 50 might set the sampling interval to 50 milliseconds, whereas GET period would return the current sampling interval. Other attributes might only be available for reading, such as a device's remaining battery reserves, or writing (for example, SET command = reset might flush buffers and reboot the device). Many attributes will also have limitations on acceptable input, such as a hardware-limited sampling interval (that is, the device cannot deliver data any faster) or a restricted command set.
At the basic level, attributes have intrinsic characteristics, such as readability, and type information. Data values also cross the sensor module boundary as attribute-value pairs. A continuous temperature query is like posting GET temperature every few seconds, using units from the International System of Units (SI)-that is, degrees Celsius, a derived unit. This common framework for attributes and data helps simplify sensor module design. The interface resembles devices with transducer electronic data sheets in the IEEE 1451 standard. They can provide hardware attributes through the same interface used for returning sensor readings.
Data values usually flow back from the sensor module as ordered tuples. Sensor queries essentially perform standard database functions (such as selection, projection, aggregation, and transformation) on the available data streams. The query imposes an order on the values returned in each tuple, letting the proxy core extract data fields without using attribute headers. Most of this sensor data will take the form of SI units, providing a standard internal representation even if the user eventually wants a different representation. A consistent internal format permits using standard functions in the proxy core, followed by a conversion before delivery to the user application. The sensor module also provides a timestamp on all returned data.
For large items, such as video images, Sylph uses an out-of-band channel for asynchronous transfer. This uncouples data delivery from notification and provides different reliability guarantees for large transfers. Often data cannot move, instead residing in a camera buffer or some other device. Instead of delivering data directly, the sensor module returns a pointer to the new data, and the core notifies the client that new data is available.
Service discovery module design
The service discovery modules let Sylph advertise the presence of managed devices to sets of client applications. Sensor modules first register their sensors with the proxy core by providing information in a standard format, including available attributes, data types, and other built-in characteristics. The core then asks each service discovery module to advertise the new sensor through a standard discovery mechanism (for example, Jini and Universal Plug and Play). The interface's design lets the middleware exploit different features provided by various systems, such as soft-state maintenance and attribute searches, but it does not require that all systems provide these features. The service discovery module contract only guarantees that the application can send text-based queries to the middleware and receive data values in response; all other features are optional.
We implemented a service discovery module using Sun's Jini discovery service. For each new sensor, the service discovery module creates a stub object and an associated set of searchable attributes such as the sensor's name and various characteristics of the available data. It advertises the sensor by sending its stub object to a Jini registrar. We also take advantage of Jini's leasing system, which helps keep registry entries up-to-date by automatically timing out expired leases. This requires us to post periodic refresh messages to renew a service's lease, but the module can adjust the lease's lifetime to balance consistency against overhead.
The service discovery module generates a small stub object the application uses to query Sylph sensors and other services. The stub object, a standard Java object, represents a sensor service to the application, providing basic information and transmitting text-based queries to the proxy core.
It also opens a network socket for receiving data tuples returned by a query. The user application can use either nonblocking or blocking mechanisms for receiving sensor data. Nonblocking retrieval works through callback methods specified by a simple listener interface. The blocking methods use the same mechanism, but they catch the callbacks for the user, while the user application waits. Additionally, the application can check the stub object for static sensor attributes, such as timing information. Otherwise, the stub object simply acts as a gateway for communications between the proxy core and the user application.
Proxy core design
The proxy core forms the heart of the Sylph middleware, tying together sensor modules and service discovery modules while managing system resources. The core updates data structures to track sensor devices and user applications, including identifier tags for sensors and other Sylph entities. It also parses incoming requests to form query plans and processing trees.
Finally, the proxy core provides an extensible framework for adding specialized features, such as mobility support, dynamic query optimization, and quality-of-service control.
As the manager of a set of sensor devices, the proxy core provides a common endpoint for communications. Most devices will deliver continuous data streams, possibly with occasional gaps (for example, wireless communication errors). Because data comes back with timestamps, reliable and in-order delivery requirements can hurt performance without increasing the data's usefulness, and they might even be impossible for devices without buffering capabilities. For these reasons, most data communication in Sylph uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for fast but unreliable delivery. Out-of-band, asynchronous data transfers (for example, large image files) may use a more reliable delivery method, such as the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), especially if they have looser timing constraints.
A set of unique numerical identifiers lets the proxy core recognize the various information services and application queries. When a sensor module registers a device, the proxy core assigns it a unique sensor identifier. Similarly, when a client issues a query, the proxy core provides a unique request identifier. In this case, using identifiers lets the proxy core associate data formats with each query without the overhead of data headers. The proxy core even supplies an identifier for itself, to uniquely identify its own resources and clients from those of other Sylph proxy services (for example, those that exist in the same Jini discovery domain). Together, these identifiers act as a demultiplexing key, uniquely identifying each endpoint of a network connection. Therefore, the proxy core can provide a small number of common UDP sockets, using the identifier key to direct data tuples to the appropriate internal structures.
iBadge design
We designed the iBadge to support various sensing services while meeting power and size constraints. At this stage, the kinds of information required by higher layers 14 PERVASIVE computing http://computer.org/pervasive remains unclear, making it difficult to predict the ideal iBadge design. This ambiguity emphasizes the need for a flexible implementation. The iBadge serves as an early experimental platform, where we can study the usefulness of different sensor services. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the iBadge architecture with its functional units (see also the "Main Functional Units" sidebar). The heart of iBadge is the Atmel ATmega microcontroller. It controls the sensors that make up the environment-sensing, localization, and orientation and tilt-sensing units. It also interfaces with the speech-processing, power management and tracking, and wireless communication units. ATmega provides all essential standard interfaces such as a serial port, SPI (synchronous serial port) and timer interface, and a builtin analog-to-digital converter for lowpower sensor input. Although ATmega manages the functional units, the speechprocessing unit deals with algorithms that require heavy computation, such as speech compression and orientation calculation. The wireless communication unit, which provides a data channel to Sylph, is a programmable stand-alone unit with an implementation of the Bluetooth stack up to the RFCOMM layer.
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Design constraints
Some of the iBadge's most critical design constraints include form factor, energy consumption, cost, design flexibility, and sensing capabilities. A typical operational scenario for SmartKG requires iBadges to operate for four to six hours a day. They must also be light and small enough for children to wear. iBadge's use of standard chips instead of an application-specific integrated circuit design keeps costs low and allows for flexible redesign. A common voltage would keep the power supply circuit small and simple.
These constraints forced us to search for low-profile, energy-efficient components running at 3.3 V. Unfortunately, we could not find a low-profile humidity sensor using 3.3 V, so we extended the power supply circuit with an additional 5 V. Some sensors, such as the pressure sensor, need a very stable power supply while drawing a high current (about 10 mA) to provide accurate data. However, reference diodes can typically deliver only 5 mA. We solved this problem by connecting several of these diodes in parallel.
Another important consideration in choosing a sensor was the interface. In the orientation and tilt-sensing unit, the accelerometer's output is a duty cycle, which you can easily measure with a microprocessor's input capture function. A second example is the Dallas Semiconductor 1-Wire bus, which interfaces the power management and tracking unit's battery monitor with the ATmega.
Some trade-offs correspond with the microphone and the loudspeaker we chose for the speech processing unit. Physically smaller components generally suffer from poorer transducing characteristics.
Interfacing iBadge
Sylph's iBadge sensor module interacts with iBadge through the iBadge software interface that resides in ATmega. Every iBadge has a unique ID, which we'll use to direct communication. The iBadgeSM and the iBadgeSI virtualize all of iBadge's physical sensors. We can let applications access the same physical sensor concurrently, and we can combine separate physical sensors to provide more elaborate sensing services. For example, an accelerometer combined with a magnetic sensor can provide tiltcompensated orientation sensing. Sylph mediates access to each of these virtualized sensor services.
A key design decision involved the partitioning of functionality between the local processor and the Sylph middleware. Many sensor services, such as speech processing and localization, can reside in either Sylph or the iBadgeSI. The energy consumption ratio of communication to computation provides a useful measure of the trade-offs involved. A rough estimate shows that the iBadge can execute over 300 instructions on the ATmega or 1,500 instructions on the digital signal processor of the speech-processing unit for the same energy required to transmit a single bit of information. Future research will consider optimal computation distribution on our energy-limited devices.
iBadge physical specification Figure 3a , a photo of the iBadge printed circuit board (PCB), depicts the major components. Figure 3b shows iBadge with its enclosure and battery. Together, it weighs 65 grams (2.3 ounces), and the average battery lifetime is 4 hours and 35 minutes.
Putting it together
This section presents an example scenario where Sylph and iBadge work together to support classroom monitoring. The situation involves a teacher monitoring the progress of students for whom English is a second language. Although this article focuses on SmartKG's infrastructure, this example demonstrates an application that might be built on it.
When Sylph starts up, it reads in configurations for numerous sensor modules, including the iBadgeSM. During initialization, the iBadgeSM contacts a voice database for identifying iBadge users. The system then waits for sensors to register and for applications to make requests.
In the meantime, while preparing her lessons, Miss Ramirez activates the classroom-monitoring application. She's been working with Mary on her grasp of English, so she decides to have SmartKG help track Mary's progress.
Miss Ramirez opens a window in the monitoring application showing pictures of her students, and she clicks on Mary's portrait. She checks some boxes to activate recording of Mary's speech for a week during school hours. The application translates these parameters into a READ request and asks the Jini repository for a notification when an iBadge registers with Mary as its user.
When school begins, Mary puts on an iBadge and says, "Hello." The iBadge submits her voice sample to the voice database and identifies the wearer as Mary. The iBadgeSM then registers Mary's iBadge with Sylph. Sylph has its Jini service dis-16 PERVASIVE computing http://computer.org/pervasive
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Main Functional Units
T he iBadge comes equipped with seven functional units, five with sensing abilities. Here, we give an overview of the main units.
Localization
This unit determines an iBadge's precise spatial location. Localization requires iBadge to accurately measure the distance between itself, fixed beacons (for example, on the ceiling), and other iBadges in a room. iBadge measures the delay between simultaneous transmissions of a radio frequency signal from a radio and an ultrasonic burst from a 40 KHz ultrasonic transceiver. Multiplying this by the speed of sound yields a distance measurement with two-centimeter accuracy. 1 If an iBadge has direct line-of-sight with at least three beacons, it can estimate its location using an atomic multilateration process. 1 If direct line-of-sight is not possible, an iBadge can still estimate its position using line-of-sight to other iBadges. Although the iBadges cannot estimate their locations individually, jointly they can have sufficient information to estimate their locations using a collaborative multilateration process based on a distributed Kalman Filter. 2 The distributed Kalman Filter also uses the inertial measurements from the orientation and tilt-sensing unit to track the iBadge for short time periods when obstacles in the room make ultrasonic distance measurements infeasible. To avoid measurement errors due to ultrasound reflections, we apply the techniques suggested by Andy Ward, Alan Jones, and Andy Hopper. 3 
Speech processing
This unit comprises a digital signal processor, codec chip, microphone, and loudspeaker. The DSP processes the speech data received from either the codec or ATmega. The codec chip has an A/D and D/A converter, antialiasing filters, and a serial interface to the DSP. iBadge uses a special piezo speaker that doesn't interfere with the magnetometer in the orientation and tilt-sensing unit.
iBadge supports two speech recognition scenarios and can send either compressed speech or speech feature vectors extracted by internal speech processing.
In the first scenario, codec software runs on the iBadge's DSP and performs ITU G.722 speech compression, implemented in fixedpoint arithmetic with a specified analog bandwidth of 7 kHz. The codec splits the frequency spectrum equally into a lower band and a higher band, using a quadrature mirror filter. It then sends the two bands through ADPCMs (adaptive differential pulse code modulations) at half the original sampling frequency. The lower band has at most 6-bit resolution, and the higher band has 2-bit resolution. This results in a maximum bit rate of 64 kbps, which corresponds to a compression factor of 3.5. You can reduce the bit rate in 8 kbps steps at the cost of speech quality.
We tested the software on the TIDIGITs database for children's voices, using free Hidden Markov Model Toolkit speech recognition software (http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/download.shtml). We trained the speech recognition engine on original speech. Then, we performed the recognition process twice to compare the results: once on the original data and once on the test data, which we first sent through the codec. The recognition rate generally dropped only about 1 percent.
For the second scenario, we used state-of-the-art speech recognition, consisting of front-end processing and a recognition engine.
The recognition engine resides in the middleware. However, frontend processing can take place in the middleware or in iBadge. When front-end processing is performed on iBadge, it reduces the amount covery module generate a stub object for the Jini repository. Jini matches this stub to the application's request and sends the stub to the application. The application transmits its READ request to Sylph through the stub interface. Sylph translates the READ request into a series of SET statements for the iBadgeSM, and the iBadgeSM has Mary's iBadge transmit compressed speech to Sylph. Sylph directs this stream to the application, which stores the speech data for Miss Ramirez to replay later.
During English class, Miss Ramirez notes that Bobby is having problems with grammar. She goes back to the classroom monitor and sets up grammar checking for Bobby's iBadge. SmartKG goes through the same procedure as before, but the Sylph core now adds a speech-to-text converter. When the request reaches the iBadgeSM, it has Bobby's iBadge return preprocessed speech vectors. The iBadgeSM then directs these to the converter, which produces text for the application. Because Sylph has identified Bobby as the speaker, the speech recognition software can use specialized models trained on Bobby's voice. The application runs a grammar checker over the text and flags any problems.
In both cases, the application translates a few menu selections into simple READ requests, but the core enlists an extra module to handle Bobby's case. Sylph sets up the operator graph and changes attributes on a text conversion module and the iBadgeSM, which in turn directs different data streams from the iBadge's speech processing unit. The application works with a rich high-level abstraction, and the sensor modules deal with a simple low-level abstraction.
Related work
The advancement of technologies for embedded processing, wireless communications, and sensing has led to much research activity on networked embedded systems, of which SmartKG is an example. Several distinct research areas pertain to our project.
One area includes recent work on systems and database techniques for querying, managing, processing, and storing sensor data. For open-ended sensor streams, However, functional unit partitioning introduced several problems.
On the circuit side, we had to insert additional capacitors, so that activating a unit did not affect power supply stability. Furthermore, we had to eliminate paths between units that could cross-supply each other. In cross-supplying, a deactivated unit receives a signal over the path to an active unit, leading to an undefined state in the deactivated unit, possibly causing damage. On the PCB side, partitioning required strict separation between analog and digital planes over many different power planes. Our PCB eventually consisted of four signal layers and six power plane layers.
Orientation and tilt sensing
This unit includes two dual-axis accelerometers and a single triaxis magnetometer, detecting motion and the presence of magnetic fields. Soldered perpendicularly to the iBadge, the dual-axis accelerometer provides pitch and roll with respect to the Earth's gravity. The magnetometer measures Earth's magnetic field along three axes to determine the iBadge's orientation. Together, these sensors can act as a tilt-compensated compass.
Because iBadge might not always be upright, it causes difficulty in measuring accurate orientation. With young children, iBadge will likely encounter a wide variety of changing positions. Without tilt compensation, the magnetometer could produce large errors. much work builds on data management research into continuous queries. Researchers from Stanford University presented an architecture for query processing with data streams, evaluating some of the problems introduced by real-time, infinite data sources and surveying approaches for making real-time data more accessible. 2 For example, Cornell University's Cougar project adapts object-relational abstractions to sensor-directed queries. 3 Supporting such database approaches, researchers at the University of California, Berkeley, have proposed a system architecture using Fjord data structures. 4 They use composable operators and queues for handling disparate sources and distributing data along multiple paths, similar to the operator graphs the Sylph proxy core uses. Although focused on databases, continuous query research provides useful guideposts to query handling in Sylph. Work at IBM has taken a more distributed view with the iQueue project. 5 iQueue supports aggregation across sources distributed on the Internet. It combines mobile queries and streaming data using graphs of data composers. The scenarios iQueue posits span multiple Sylph domains and provide a good direction for future development.
Additionally, work exists on the architecture and design of wireless sensor devices similar to iBadge. In some ways, iBadge represents the marriage of two distinct classes of devices. It builds on wireless sensors designed to monitor the physical environment using a multiplicity of sensors (for example, Awairs (adaptive wireless arrays for interactive reconnaisance, surveillance, and target acquisition in small unit operations) nodes from UCLA and Rockwell 6 and Motes 7 from Berkeley's Smart Dust project). However, iBadge resembles other badgelike devices meant to be worn by people. Typically, such devices provide simple communication and large-granularity (room-level) localization. The Active Badge system is one early example. 8 A more recent example is the SmartBadge system from the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, which combines speech functions with infrared and environmental sensors to provide a context-aware platform for the office. 9 iBadge combines the rich suite of sensors representative of wireless sensor nodes with a form factor representative of badgelike devices. Moreover, it adds finergrained localization similar what Active Office explored. 10 Finally, related projects have explored smart space and ubiquitous computing systems, starting with the early work at Xerox PARC on ubiquitous computing in the early 1990s. 11 A recent related project is Classroom 2000 12 at the Georgia Institute of Technology, which explored the impact of automated capture and access on live university lectures. Although this project shared our broad goal of instrumenting a classroom, it emphasized multimedia technologies for capturing classroom activity, as opposed to sensing physical attributes of the classroom space and using that information to mine for relevant behavioral information.
T
he Smart Kindergarten environment provides a wealth of areas for expanded research. Interdisciplinary teams are tackling a variety of improvements and new features for system components.
Although we currently consider a single instrumented classroom, we are expanding Sylph to much larger areas of operation. Although the Jini discovery service typically spans a single LAN, you can interlink its registrars to provide greater coverage. However, we are developing a more scalable global view of multiple discovery domains, using publish-subscribe mechanisms to organize distributed queries. This distributed view of Sylph requires greater mobility support and query management. Clients can have long-lived queries for objects that move from domain to domain, or they can make high-level queries over a region, rather than specific physical devices. We have taken steps to create virtual sensor services, using Bayesian networks to fuse data from multiple sensors into generalized information sources. We are also developing procedures to shift query processing to match sensor devices' mobility.
The sensor environment's open-ended, dynamic nature also opens up new issues in query management and optimization. For example, multiple clients might wish to access a device simultaneously. In some cases, Sylph can easily satisfy multiple requests, tailoring data to clients' constraints (for example, differing delivery rates). In other cases, Sylph must arbitrate between contradictory requests. Because some requests might persist over long periods, conflict resolution could require an involved system of priorities and access permissions. Such interactions also interfere with query optimizers, which might need to deal with quality-of-service issues and contested resources. Mobile sensors and processors might even require dynamic task distribution as the environment changes. Clearly, the sensor environment opens up many new challenges for the middleware infrastructure.
In the near future, we will investigate the optimal parameters for iBadge power management. This mainly includes finding the best ratio between on-badge computation and wireless data transmission, constrained by a limited battery. We are also implementing various smart toys, able to react to changes in the environment and actively enhance the learning experience. With input from experienced educators, we have laid out designs for the first smart toys, using the iBadge as a base platform. We believe that iBadge will become an important experimental platform that will let us investigate this new paradigm of person-to-physical world communication.
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We are developing a more scalable global view of multiple discovery domains, using publish-subscribe mechanisms to organize distributed queries.
Working together with Sylph, the iBadge will provide a wealth of information and a new way of interacting with the world.
